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ABSTRACT: A series of U.S. Postal Money Orders were determined to be counterfeits. They were 
separated into three distinct groups based on recurring printing defects. However, printing defects 
common to all of the counterfeits established that they shared a common source at some point in 
their production. The genuine money order used as a model was located and confirmed as the in- 
dividual money order photographed to make the offset negatives used to print the counterfeits. 
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Counterfeit cases are not the daily bread of the document  examiner.  Those that  do arise 
challenge the examiner 's  skills in several ways. Powers of observation are needed to distinguish 
genuine documents  from bogus ones. Knowledge of pr in t ing and  related photographic  pro- 
cesses, the materials they require, and characteristics of the products  they make allows the ex- 
aminer  to provide useful information to the investigator. Finally, the  document  examiner 's  
thorough unders tanding of class versus individual characteristics comes into play in connect- 
ing counterfeit documents  with each other  and  to their  source. 

Although the documents  studied in this case are U.S. Postal Money Orders,  the techniques 
and reasoning processes used can be applied to many types of counterfei t  documents .  

Materials 

One-hundred-and- four  U.S. Postal Money Orders suspected to be counterfei t  are under  
consideration. 

Genuine money orders for comparison are available from laboratory s tandard  files. A gen- 
uine money order consists of a five-part, breakaway packet  which contains a customer receipt, 
audit  copy, and money order interleaved with two pieces of carbon paper.  The  serial n u m b e r  
appears in the upper  left corner as a carbon impression imprinted  at the factory and at the 
lower center in magnetic ink optical character  reader (OCR) characters.  The  money order it- 
self is printed by an impact  process tha t  produces the characterist ic ink squeeze of letterpress 
printing. When  issued, the money order packet  is placed in a credit card-type imprinter  tha t  
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produces a carbon impression on the money order of a validation seal, date, post office num- 
ber, and amount. 

Problems and Observations 

The first problem is to establish that the questioned documents are indeed counterfeits. As 
is usually the ease, this proof is relatively easy. Although the documents present a very good 
appearance at first glance (Fig. 1), suspicions are aroused by the faet that all 104 money or- 

FIG. 1--Gemthw and eoumetJ~,it U.S. Postal Monr Orders showiug: (a) orders are not tr immed 
eonq>letely. (b) perforations are the wrong size. ~c) eurbou impression is the product of a dof screeu pri~tt- 
htg process. (d)fiue prh~ted lines show a brokeu oppearunce, trod (e) absence of ink squeeze is appurem 
along the margbt qt" the eugle's whtg, 
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ders bear the same OCR character serial number. The paper is lighter weight and contains 
optical brighteners prohibited by Post Office specifications in genuine paper. 

Most of the questioned money orders are not trimmed completely. Those that are show im- 
proper corner cuts (Fig. la). 

Perforations are the wrong size (Fig. lb). 
Material that should appear as a carbon impression is the product of a dot screen printing 

process (Fig. lc). 
Fine printed lines show a broken appearance (Fig. ld). 
Most damning of all perhaps is the fact that the questioned documents were printed by a 

planographic rather than impact method. Absence of ink squeeze is apparent along the mar- 
gin of the eagle's wing (Fig. le). 

The background reading "YOUR POSTAL SERVICE" is made of bits and pieces spliced 
together. Assuming that a properly issued genuine money order was used as a model, areas 
without overprinting suitable for obtaining background would be limited to two areas on the 
back: the endorsement block and a space at the bottom. The counterfeiter did a nice job of 
cutting and pasting, but a blue filter reveals his work (Fig. 2). 

The backs of the money orders reveal two major discrepancies: (1) the background, again 
spliced, is upside down with respect to the printed text and (2) the printed text itself was reset, 
rather than being reproduced photographically. It is much larger than the text on genuine 
documents and the word "face" is not italicized. 

The 104 questioned money orders are thus established as counterfeit. Their good quality sug- 
gests a skilled perpetrator with access to sophisticated photographic and printing equipment. 

Indeed, these criteria describe the subject under investigation, who was a recent parolee 
from Chino State Prison where he had been a star student in the well-equipped vocational print 
shop. The time element suggested that if he had, in fact, printed the counterfeits, it was done 
during his incarceration. 

The second problem to be considered is to associate these counterfeit documents with each 
other. 

A number of printing defects do indicate a common source. The second "S" in "STATES" 
has a squared off top and the lower inside curvature is partly filled in. There is a defect in the 
eagle's beak, as well as a number of irregularities in the black line printing, which will be dis- 
cussed in greater detail shortly. 

There are, however, a number of differences among the counterfeits. They fall into three 
distinct categories, each containing approximately the same number of documents. The first 
group has a defect in the "O" of "ORDER" and a small irregularity in the eagle's tail. Most of 
the counterfeits lack the issuing numbers across the top. Those in this group that do have those 
numbers bear the date "801005" (5 Oct. 1980), the post office number "974143," and there is 
a gross defect of the asterisk preceding the amount. 

The second group is distinguished by a defect in the first "A" of "AMERICA," one in the 
upper left area of the eagle's wing, and one at the back of the eagle's foot. The black line cut- 
ting guide is not continuous on the upper right-hand side. Documents in this group having 
issuing numbers bear the date "800925" (25 Sept. 1980) and the post office number "976543" 
with the defect in the "6." 

The third group has a squared off "U" in "USPS" under the validating seal and a gross de- 
fect in the eagle's ankle. Documents bearing issuing numbers are dated "800615" (15 June 
1980) and bear the post office number "984143." 

In addition to these differences, the money order faces in each group have slightly different 
backgrounds. Some of the same word fragments are seen, but they are assembled in different 
sequences. 

The common defects are sufficient to establish that all 104 money orders share a common 
source at some point in their production. However, explanations for the existence of the three 
groups must be considered as well. There are two possible reasons. The first is that the money 
orders were printed at three different times. The plates would have borne the common defects, 
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FIG. 2--A blue.filter reveals the background readbzg "'YOUR POSTAL SERVICE" is made of b#s 
and pieces spliced together. 

with somewhat random defects appearing on each of the three occasions the plates were placed 
on the presses and used for printing. This explanation, however, does not account for the 
three individually prepared backgrounds. The counterfeiter would have had no reason to do 
all of that extra cutting and pasting when one plate could have produced the backgrounds on 
all three sets of money orders. 

A more likely explanation is that each plate contained three images. The presensitized 
printing plates are quite large enough to accommodate three money order images. The com- 
mon defects could be present on the original item being photographed or they could occur in 
the initial photographic process. Thereafter, these defects will be present in any image pro- 
duced from those photographic products. Random defects could easily occur in later photo- 
graphic processes; such defects would be peculiar to progeny of these later photographic pro- 
cesses. A background would be needed for each image. This method must have had some 
appeal to an individual who was conducting a necessarily furtive operation. While it does in- 
crease preparation time, the length of the press run is much reduced. Preparation can be car- 
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tied out in dark corners, even outside the print shop, but running the press must be done in 
the open. The longer the press runs, the greater the risk of detection. 

In either case, the defects common to all of the money orders establish a common source. 
The next problem is to associate the counterfeit money orders with their source. This can be 
accomplished in one of two ways: 

(1) by associating them with materials found in the print shop or 
(2) associating them with the genuine model money order from which the offset negatives 

were made. 

A search of the print shop revealed inks and paper similar to the counterfeits. The cameras 
and printing equipment are of the type used to print the counterfeits. However, the printing 
plates could not be found. Thus, no unique association between counterfeits and print shop 
could be established. The genuine U.S. Postal Money Order bearing the serial number found 
on the counterfeits was obtained from Post Office files. It had been purchased by the star print- 
ing student's aunt, was payable to him, and had been sent to the prison by her approximately 
one year before her nephew's release on parole. 

In considering this document as the candidate model for the counterfeits, its unique fea- 
tures must be isolated from features that would appear on other genuine money orders. These 
individual features are the serial number and the aunt's handwriting filling the Pay To and 
Purchased By blocks. Since these features are in black, they can be reflected only in the black 
printing on counterfeits. Thus, for purposes of this examination, the background and other 
printing will not be considered. 

The OCR serial number at the bottom center is printed by a sequencing device whose num- 
bers advance somewhat like an odometer. Horizontal alignment is well fixed, but vertical 
alignment may vary. Indeed, the suspected model money order shows such malalignment of 
the last four digits. This same malalignment is evident in all 104 counterfeit money orders 
(Fig. 3). 

The handwriting on the model crosses or touches the black line printing in four places. As 
the handwriting is black, it cannot be removed by filters and would appear on the photographic 
negative. To remove this writing, it would be necessary to apply opaquing material to the neg- 
ative. This opaquing presents no difficulty, except where the writing touches or crosses the de- 
sired black line printing. Irregularities will occur at such intersections. 

Examination of the counterfeits reveals that their black line printing does show irregulari- 
ties in places exactly corresponding to intersections of handwriting and line printing on the 
model (Fig. 3). 

Measurements to the ends of the lines and among the irregularities are exactly the same as 
corresponding measurements on the model money order. These are individual features that 
could only be caused by writing which crosses the lines in these places and no others. 

The counterfeits also show some irregularities in the black printing not associated with 
handwriting on the model money order. These irregularities are associated with the location 
of the eagle on the model. On the counterfeits, the eagle is displaced to the right with respect 
to the black brackets. The darker black lines on the counterfeits are located on the left of the 
eagle by the same distance. The left bracket crosses the eagle's wing at a wider point on the 
model, and so makes an irregularity wider than the eagle's wing at the point of crossing on the 
counterfeit (Fig. 3). These are not individual features and so do not lend weight to the associa- 
tion of the counterfeits with the model. However, this does explain their presence so that they 
do not detract from such an association. 

Conclusions 

The 104 questioned money orders are counterfeits. Despite the fact that they comprise three 
distinct groups based on printing defects, they do share a common source. Considering the 
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FIG. 3--The suspected money order shows malalignment of  the hlstJbur digits of the OCR serial num- 
ber at the bottom center and the bhwk line prbtthzg shows irregularities in phwes exactly correspondhtg 
to intersections of handwritbtg anti line printhlg on the model  

serial numbers with malalignments and the irregularities corresponding to handwriting/black 
line intersections, the counterfeit money orders can be associated with the genuine U.S. Pos- 
tal Money Order from which a photo-offset negative was made to print them. 

Summary 

Careful observation and evaluation can elicit extremely useful information from counterfeit 
documents. Facts about the methods and materials used to produce them can be discovered. 
They can be proved to have a common source and associated with that source. The examiner 
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must be careful not to confuse individual and  class characteristics and  mus t  not be misled by 
apparent  differences, 
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